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175 See for an estimation of the number of tombs without objects, chapter 5, section 5.4.
Chapter three
THE FINDS
Alarge number of tomb inventories could be reconstructed from the various museumcatalogues keeping material from the cemetery at Chalandriani. In Appendix I a completedescription is presented of all the objects from these reconstructed tomb inventories.
Here a critical investigation is given of the way the finds from the excavations at Chalandriani
were handed down to the present day. Although somewhat tedious it is essential that we are
aware of the fact that in the hunderd years or more since their excavation many finds were part
of a complex post-excavational history. This history affects the status of artefacts and the way we
may use them for further analyses. 
As will be discussed later on, a number of tombs did probably not contain any artefacts at all
at the time they were excavated.175 However, it is possible that some of these so-called empty
burials included offerings made from less durable materials, such as foodstuffs and objects of
organic materials. It is also quite likely that a number of offerings were made of perishable
materials, such as wood, textile, leather, rope, reeds and unfired clay. Although clearly  no
examples were recorded during the excavations we may infer the use of some of these materials
from other items. For instance, techniques of wickerwork and basketry were known in the
Cyclades as is indicated by impressions found on the base of several ceramic vessels. Such
techniques may have been used for the manufacture of various baskets and other artefacts. De-
pictions of boats on the frying pans suggest that woodworking was certainly practiced at a very
high standard. Natural processes of decay caused items of less durable materials, which were
probably also used as grave gifts, to be lost. 
Furthermore, a number of tombs may have been empty when they were found due to various
post-depositional processes, either cultural or natural. Streams of rainwater, frost, and slope
erosions may have damaged the tombs resulting in the loss of artefacts. Moreover, in the course
of the hundreds of years following the use of the cemetery, various tombs may have been
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destroyed and their contents may have disappeared. Agricultural practices and building activities
in the area of Chalandriani are documented at least from the seventeenth century onwards. As a
result it may be inferred that the total number of objects known today from this cemetery is
almost certainly less than the original amount  buried in the tombs. Hence besides the fact that
the total number of tombs that originally made up this cemetery cannot be derived with any
precision from the reports discussed in the previous chapter, it is probable that we do not
possess all the objects that were originally interred in the tombs. Nevertheless, the present
available collection of finds from the tombs is considered large enough to be regarded as a
representative sample of the original amount and sufficient for drawing inferences regarding the
social and cultural background of the burial practices.
The total group of artefacts from the cemetery can be divided into two groups. The first
group are those objects which are registered in various documents, such as inventory books of
museum collections, as belonging to specific individual excavated tombs. They are described in
Appendix 1. It was the practice of Tsountas to designate each tomb with an arabic numeral,
probably starting from 1 up to a figure between 500 and 600. It is possible that Tsountas started
numbering the tombs he himself excavated from 100, following on the one hundred tombs that
were previously opened by Papadopoulos in 1861. Nowhere in his published report does
Tsountas ever refer to a tomb inventory with a number below 100. The only exception is a bowl
which is described in the inventory of the museum in Syros as coming from Tomb 3. 
The second group of objects are those which are certain to have been excavated at Chalan-
driani, but about which information regarding the exact tomb number and individual burial
context is no longer available. As will be discussed below, since the time of their excavations
many objects have been transferred between various museum collections, sometimes resulting in
the loss of particular information regarding the exact provenance of individual objects. The
objects in this category are described in Appendix 2.
3.1. Excavations at Chalandriani other than by Tsountas
The first three excavators at Chalandriani (Zolontas, Papadopoulos and Stephanos) did not
record details of the contexts of individual burials nor did they specify the finds. Their investi-
gations were discussed in the previous chapter. In 1842 Zolontas opened an unknown number of
tombs and probably found objects inside them, but we have no knowledge of any of the finds.
Some of these finds, and probably also from other Syriote visitors to Chalandriani, may have
ended up in private collections in Syros. The German archaeologist Pollack mentions in his
report a visit to Syros during which he saw several archaeological finds in such collections.
Among these were two objects (a pan and a marble footed bowl) which possibly came from
tombs at Chalandriani.176 Papadopoulos investigated one hundred tombs and brought a selection
of about 30 pottery vases to Athens. These were placed in the collection of the Archaeological
Society in Athens. In 1889 this collection was incorporated into the newly opened National
Archaeological Museum. No information was available among the inventory records of the
National Archaeological Museum regarding these objects found by Papadopoulos. These objects
without clear contextual information should perhaps be regarded as lost.
 In 1870 the anthropologist Klon Stephanos also excavated an unknown number of tombs at
Chalandriani. Stephanos illustrated only one prehistoric find in his report on the researches in
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177 Stephanos (1875), pl. A, lower right corner.
178 See Collignon (1878) for the finds from Chalandriani (or Khalandri as it is called in this catalogue), 
see p. 2: “no. 2 (591) - Vase à une anse trouvé à Syros dans la nécropole de Khalandri [sic] F. 2. H. 0,16; périphérie
à la parte le plus large, 0,44. Terre d'un blanc jaunêtre. Les peintures sont tracées à la coulour brun rouge. Elles ont
un aspect terne, et paraissent avoir été tracées avec de la couleur très-délayées. Elles sont très effacées. On distingue
des feuillages et de longues tiges enroulées.”; p. 5: “no. 27 (du No 173 au no 403). - Deux cent trente et un vases de
différentes grandeurs  trouvés en Attique, à Cyrène, à Smyrne et dans la nécropole de Khalandri, à Syros.”
179 In the current inventory records of the Prehistoric Collection of the National Archaeological Museum these are
listed as inventory nos. 6141 to 6194.
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Syros: a marble female figurine.177 Stephanos also deposited a selection of his finds in the
collection of the Archaeological Society in Athens, which later went to the National Museum in
Athens. We know of 73 objects in the collections of the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis
which came from his excavations. In 1878 the French archaeologist Collignon published a
catalogue of the collection of painted vases in the museum of the Archaeological Society.178 This
catalogue was based on an earlier, unpublished inventory compiled by Mr Koumanoudis. Among
the objects described in his catalogue, Collignon mentions a vase à une anse (a one-handled cup,
probably the same as no. 784 in Appendix 2) from the cemetery at Chalandriani, and other
unspecified vases from the same cemetery within a group of 231 different vases from several
sites. These vases from Syros probably stem from the excavations by Papadopoulos or by
Stephanos. The latest inventory book of the National Archaeological Museum lists a large group
of objects excavated by Stephanos at Chalandriani, successively numbered as one group, and
listed in that catalogue following the finds from the excavations by Tsountas.179 This means that
the numbering in the current inventory book probably underwent a change in which entries were
re-grouped and no longer entered in the chronological order of their excavation or their arrival in
the museum. The ordening of the finds from Chalandriani (and from other prehistoric sites in
the Cyclades) is probably the work of Tsountas during his period as ephore of the Archaeological
Service (1883-1904). 
Robert Bosanquet found only one object, a plain bowl, in the tomb he examined in 1896. This
bowl is now part of the collection of the British School at Athens. Christos Doumas investigated
several tombs in 1962 after reports that grave robbers had visited Chalandriani. One tomb was
found more or less intact with five objects inside. They are since part of the collection of the
museum in Ermoupolis. 
One object, an obsidian blade, was found by Doumas near one of the tombs which he
excavated in 1962 and is listed in table 6 among the surface finds. Three other objects were
found on the surface of the cemetery by three different visitors. These items are kept in
collections in Cambridge and Athens. These surface finds from the area of the cemetery are
presented in Appendix 2, section 3).
3.2. Excavations by Tsountas
The finds from the investigations by Tsountas demonstrate a complex history from the time of
their excavation to the present. Based on the information in the different inventory records, their
specific numbering as well as the descriptions of the individual objects themselves, much of this
complex post-excavation history can be reconstructed. In a sense this part of my research
consists of an archaeology of archaeology. Unfortunately it has become clear that in the time that
has transpired between their excavation and the writing of this study, information has been lost
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180 The current inventory book of the museum in Ermoupolis begins in 1961 and was compiled by J.
Thomopoulos. The first 150 numbers are used for finds from other Cycladic islands (mainly inscriptions from
Amorgos, and finds from Paros, Aegina, Giaros, Keos, Melos, Naxos, Ios, Thera, Andros). From 151 onwards the
inventory consists of renumbered finds from Syros (up to no. 848). An earlier inventory book was closed on
September 5, 1911, and was compiled, among others, by A. Frangidis. It is stored in the library and archives of the
Archaeological Museum in Mykonos. Finds placed in the museum between 1911 and 1961 were kept in the
storerooms and were mostly without details of provenance. Doumas made a catalogue of these objects which are
entered in the latest inventory designated with the letter E in front of each number. (See also Mantzoulinou-
Richards 1991; 1992). 
181 The existence of such a list could not be confirmed in the archives of the National Museum in Athens or the
Archaeological Society of Athens.
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regarding the exact context of a number of the finds. Details were not always completely or
faithfully copied in new versions of inventory books. Inevitably mistakes in numbering were
made resulting in doublures and blanks. Several objects carry more than one inventory number,
sometimes up to three different numbers in addition to a tomb number, due to their movements
between different museum collections. In some cases there is a conflict in the number of objects
from a particular tomb between the description given by Tsountas in his published report and
the entries in the inventory books of the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis.180 Tsountas no
doubt based his descriptions on observations made during the excavations at Chalandriani and
later when he studied the finds in the National Archaeological Museum. Any discrepancy
between his descriptions and later documents are probably due to mistakes in the updating of
older versions of the museum inventories into new versions. The history of the finds following
their excavation by Tsountas can be reconstructed in a broad outline and is described below.
All the finds from the Tsountas’ excavations were brought to the National Archaeological
Museum in Athens following the closure of his excavations at Chalandriani and other sites (i.e.
Kastri, Ayios Loukas, Pidima) in the summer of 1898. In Athens the finds from Chalandriani
were typologically sorted and labelled with their first number. This consisted of a sigma (standing
for Syros no doubt) and an arabic numeral. These numbers are probably assigned by Tsountas
himself. When the sigma numbers are listed in their natural numerical order it appears that, for
example, all the plain bowls and conical cups are grouped together.181 It seems likely that
Tsountas used such a list when he wrote his article for the Archaiologiki Ephemeris of 1899
reporting on his excavations in Siphnos and Syros. In that report we can read the total number of
certain types of objects that were found at Chalandriani and the number of tombs in which
certain types were encountered. Such information could be easily extracted from a ‘sigma-list’. 
3.3. Current location of finds from Chalandriani
As stated above all finds from the excavations by Tsountas and others at Chalandriani, and other
sites, were initially transferred to the National Museum in Athens. In later years a number of
these finds were transferred to other collections in Greece and abroad. 
The current inventory of the Prehistoric Collection of the National Archaeological Museum
contains four clusters of inventory numbers with finds from Chalandriani. The first cluster, nos.
4964 to 5233, is only interrupted by three numbers (nos. 5226-5228) from the cemetery of Ayios
Loukas, which was also excavated by Tsountas on Syros. The second cluster, nos. 5257 to 5322
and nos. 5368 to 5372, consists of another group of objects which Tsountas excavated in 1898 at
Chalandriani. The objects in each of these clusters are ordered by tomb number. In the third
cluster, nos. 6141 to 6194, we find objects from the excavations by Stephanos. The fourth cluster
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182 Personal communication Dr M. Mathari, November 1994.
183 This second group of objects arrived in Syros on April 23, 1971, see a note in the catalogue of the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis, page 48, next to item no. 356, also referring to the official document
arranging this transfer, coded BE/18a-id 1969.
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Year No. objects Destination
1901 ca. 45 Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
1902-03 5 Museo Archeologico, Florence
1905 6 Museo Archeologico, Florence
1912 12 British Museum, London
1923 3 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
1923 7 Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
1923 2 National Museum, Copenhagen
1923 7 University Collection, Heidelberg
1971 ca. 234 Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
Table 6. Destination of objects from Chalandriani transferred from the National Archaeological Museum in
Athens
of finds from Chalandriani consists of small groups or individual items listed as nos. 11606 to
12500. The objects described in this cluster are all from various excavations carried out by
Tsountas in the Cyclades, including at Chalandriani, but also from Paros, Antiparos and Siphnos.
In many instances these museum catalogue numbers point to more than one object. In these
cases the catalogue numbers are followed by an additional number, such as 4981.1 and 4981.2.
Objects with similar catalogue numbers are not always from the same tomb, and in a few
occassions they came from different excavations. 
In 1901, a small selection of objects went from the National Museum in Athens to the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis on Syros. Many persons in Syros were of the opinion
that the finds from Chalandriani and other archaeological sites on Syros should be put on display
in the local museum, not in Athens. Several letters kept in the municipal archives in Ermoupolis
express this widespread feeling. When on the 5th of May, 1901 a small sample of objects from
Chalandriani arrived back on Syros they were placed in the Archaeological Museum which was
housed in a suite of rooms in the magnificent town hall in the centre of Ermoupolis. From the
documents in both museums it appears that this group of objects consisted of about 45 pieces.182
In the most recent inventory book of the museum in Ermoupolis they are registered in addition
to their current inventory number by a letter A and an arabic numeral (A 1 to 45). Their entries
in the latest most current inventory (from 151 to 190, and 201 to 204) start with a reference to
the fact that they came from the excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani. The present inventory
book in the museum in Athens, however, only mentions of 15 objects that they were transferred
to Syros in 1901. In the following years several other small groups of objects from Chalandriani
were transferred from Athens to museum collections in Europe (see table 6). These were partly
in exchange for archaeological objects which were missing in the National Museum in Athens,
and partly as donations from the Greek government. Finally, in 1971 a second and much larger
group of finds from Chalandriani (and also from Kastri) was transferred from the National
Museum in Athens to the museum in Syros.183 A summary of these various movements involving
finds from the excavations at Chalandriani is presented in table 6. 
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Tsountas (1899), 85-115 No. of objects
Material/type of object No. of tombs No. of objects in museums 
A. Pottery
Plain medium-coarse ware
Bowl 224 224 1311
Conical cup 121 1292 76
Tankard — 2 5
Incised ware
Footed collared jar — 48 27
'Pan' 30 32 30
Painted ware 24 26
Footed bowl/cup — 10 9
Footed carinated bowl — 1 1
Footed one-handled cup — 2 2
Spherical pyxis — 9 7
Cylindrical pyxis (spool-shaped pyxis) — 1 1
Beaked jug — 2 2
Footed pyxis — 1 1
B. Stone objects
Marble figurine 5 6 6
Stone beads 1 6 6
Stone plug — 3 4
C. Bone objects
Finger-ring 1 1 2
Tube 30 35 39
Pin (with decorated top) 4 4 4
D. Metal objects
AG pin — 2 2
AE pin (decorated) — 8 10
AE pin (plain) — 8 21
AE scraper 26 29 25
AE tweezer 11 15 19
AE spatula 1 1 8
AE fish-hook 1 2 2
E. Obsidian objects
Blade 50 53+ 29
F. Terracotta objects
Spindle whorl 2 2 3
1 This number includes also saucers and deep bowls.
2 Among these conical cups 62 have a leaf impression on the base, 49 a mat impression, 10 have a plain
base and 8 are unknown.
Table 7. Number of objects excavated by Tsountas at Chalandriani and in the museum collections
THE FINDS
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3.4. Estimation of the number of finds from Chalandriani
Tsountas described in his published report the contents of 32 tombs excavated at Chalandriani
(see Chapter 2). The large remainder of tombs are not described individually, although he gives
counts of the total number of many types of objects which he excavated. Additionally, he
mentions in several instances the number of tombs in which certain types of objects were found
(see table 7). He did not present counts for every type of object found in the tombs. Among the
types he left out in his numerical summery are some less frequent ceramic vases (e.g. sauce boats),
all stone and marble vases, which were also quite numerous, some stone objects (e.g. grinders,
pestles) and shells. Of all objects discussed by Tsountas more than two thirds are ceramic vases
(more than 461 pieces). The remainder consists of stone objects (15 pieces), bone objects (40
pieces), metal objects (65 pieces), and obsidian tools (at least 53 pieces). The pottery is divided by
Tsountas into three categories: plain medium-coarse ware, incised dark burnished ware, and
painted ware. Not all the types that are found at Chalandriani were included in this numerical
summary, consequently the figures should not be read as absolute numbers of different kinds of
wares. It is clear, however, that plain pottery is the most numerous category with more that 355
pieces (more than three fourths of the total ceramic vases listed in table 7). It is followed by the
incised dark burnished ware with 80 pieces and the painted ware with 26 pieces. 
In general, the figures given by Tsountas of various types of objects match the number of
objects kept in the various museum collections with finds from his excavations. For some types,
however, there are fewer objects in the museums than the total numbers published by Tsountas.
When we compare the figures taken from Tsountas’ report with the numbers of similar types as
found in the various museum collections we are left with some discrepancies. We must take into
consideration the fact that there may be differences of opinion between Tsountas and modern
scholarship in assigning objects to certain types. On the whole the types defined by Tsountas are
easily recognized among the finds from Chalandriani. Only in a few instances do we see
differences: bowls, conical cups, biconical footed jars and obsidian blades are present in
considerably lesser numbers in the museum collections than expected from the figures
mentioned by Tsountas. It may have been the case for the two most frequent pottery shapes,
such as the bowls and the conical cups, that many of these were not listed individually in the
inventory of the National Archaeological Museum. Possibly objects which we now define as
saucers were put by Tsountas among the group of bowls. However, the seventeen saucers are by
no means enough to fill the gap between the number of bowls mentioned by Tsountas and the
number of bowls listed in museum inventories (in excess of 224 bowls are mentioned by
Tsountas against 117 bowls in the museum collections, see table 7). 
Unfortunately we have no record of any kind that would indicate why not all objects from the
excavations by Tsountas are registered in the inventory of the National Museum in Athens. Nor
do we know if any objects are kept separately from the listed items. What we may conclude from
these figures is that in all probability the total number of finds made by Tsountas during his
excavations at Chalandriani was much higher than the number of objects presently known in the
various museum collections. 
A second observation concerns those types of objects found at Chalandriani for which
Tsountas did not present total numbers in his report. This concerns mainly all marble and stone
vessels, several types of stone objects, shells, some metal and bone types and a few less frequent
pottery types. In the case of the metal objects we must take into consideration that there are
differences in identifying certain types, especially regarding spatulae, scrapers, plain pins, awls and
chisels. Considering the fact that Tsountas omitted in his list whole categories of artefacts
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(especially marble and stone vessels and shells) we may postulate that his excavations resulted in
a considerably larger number of finds than mentioned in his published report.
A total of 883 different objects are located in various museum collections. These objects are
from the excavations carried out at Chalandriani by Stephanos, Tsountas, Bosanquet and
Doumas, as well as a few surface finds from the area of the cemetery (see table 8). Some of the
figures presented in table 8 require further explanation. Although a large number of objects from
the excavations by Tsountas are registered in the various museum catalogues with their
respective tomb provenance, there is still a substantial group of items for which the provenance
is not recorded. In table 8 these two groups are separately listed in the first two columns. In the
first column all the objects are listed which are recorded with the tomb number from which they
originate. Some objects could be assigned to individual tombs from information published by
Kahrstedt and Åberg.184  The second column lists all the other items which are certain to have
been excavated by Tsountas at Chalandriani, but for which no tomb number is recorded.
 Tsountas described 32 tomb inventories in detail in his published report and nearly all of the
finds from these tombs could be found in the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis. A group of
68 objects from 24 of these published tomb inventories could not be found in any one of the
studied museum collections. We know, however, that all the finds were brought to the National
Museum following the closure of the excavations at Chalandriani. Although they positively came
from the excavations by Tsountas, no details are known regarding their past or current location.
Tsountas also discussed a terracotta spindle whorl, which is illustrated in his report on plate 10,
no. 6. He describes it as coming from Tomb 467. Unfortunately it could also not be recognized
in the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens nor the Archaeological Museum in Ermou-
polis. The contents of Tomb 190 were not published by Tsountas in his report, but are given by
Åberg.185 One of these objects from tomb 190, a pan, could not be found in the catalogue or
collection of the National Museum in Athens.Another eight objects from six tombs are listed in
the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens, with the additional comment that they were
transferred to the museum in Ermoupolis in 1971. Unfortunately these objects could not be
recognized in the catalogue of the receiving museum. Together these various objects amount to
78 items of which we know they were excavated by Tsountas and which can be assigned to
certain tomb inventories, but which could not be studied due to their unknown current location. 
In 26 cases it was possible to identify objects, based on specific information, which were
transferred from the museum in Athens to Ermoupolis, but not registered there and with no
tomb provenance. Although the identification is not absolute, it can be viewed as more than
probable. In each case such an object is discussed in the description of the tomb inventories
below. 
Several finds from the excavations at Chalandriani have ended up in various museum
collections outside Greece. These 39 objects are all unfortunately without exact tomb
provenance. They were exchanged or donated from the collection of the National Museum in
Athens (see table 6). The inventory records in the National Museum in Athens have not yielded
sufficient information for us to link the objects in the European collections to the original
inventory (and tomb) numbers in the museum in Athens. These objects are therefore included in
Appendix 2 describing all the finds from the cemetery for which no specific tomb number is
recorded.
We can now attempt to estimate the total number of objects which were found by Tsountas
THE FINDS
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Tsountas (1899)    Stephanos Bosanquet Doumas Surface Total
Museum Tombs1 Cemetery2 c. 1870 1894 1962 finds
Nat. Museum, Athens 4273 214 59 - - - 507
Arch. Museum, Ermoupolis 1305 1526 42 - 5 1 330
British Museum, London - 12 - - - - 12
Museo Arch. Florence - 11 - - - - 11
Fitzwilliam Mus., Cambridge - 7 - - - 1 8
Univ. Coll., Heidelberg - 7 - - - - 7
Ashmolean Mus., Oxford - 3 - - - - 3
Nat. Museum, Copenhagen - 2 - - - - 2
British School, Athens - - - 1 - 1 2
Am. School, Athens - - - - - 1 1
Total 557 215 101 1 5 4 883
1
These are the tomb inventories as published by Tsountas in his report together with the tomb
inventories which are reconstructed from the catalogue of the Prehistoric Collection of the National
Museum in Athens.
2 This column consists of finds from the excavations carried out by Tsountas, but for which no tomb
provenance is recorded in the various museum catalogues.
3 Including 71 objects which are mentioned in the report published by Tsountas, but not listed with these
tomb numbers in the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens. Another object, published by
Åberg, is similarly not recorded with its tomb number in the catalogue of the same museum. 
4
Two objects were listed with the qualification chomata nekrotafeio and one qualified as ek tafou.
5 Including 8 objects which were transferred from the National Museum in Athens to the Archaeological
Museum in Ermoupolis, but not registered in the catalogue of that museum with their tomb numbers.
This figure also includes the 26 objects which could be assigned to various tomb inventories of the
bases of matching characteristics.
6 Among these objects ten are qualified as ek tafou.
Table 8. Provenance and current museum collection of finds from Chalandriani
during his excavations at Chalandriani. There are however two problems in dealing with these
figures. In the first place we have seen that there are discrepancies between the numbers of
certain finds given by Tsountas in his published report and the current inventories of the
museums in Athens and Ermoupolis. Especially the pottery bowls, conical cups, biconical footed
jars and obsidian blades registered in these museum catalogues are in considerably lesser
numbers than expected from the information in the Tsountas report. 
Secondly, among the 557 objects in the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis, I have included
80 objects which we know came from certain tomb inventories as described by Tsountas, but
which could not be found in these museum collections. Eight of these are recorded as
transferred from the museum in Athens to Ermoupolis in one of the two shipments, but not
found among the objects listed with their tomb provenance in the catalogue of the receiving
museum. The remaining seventy-two objects are probably still in the museum in Athens, among
the items from Chalandriani without recorded tomb provenance, or else also partly transferred to
Syros, but not recorded as such in either museum catalogue. The descriptions in either the
Tsountas report or the museum catalogue in Athens is too general to identify these objects
among the large group of objects in both museum for which no tomb provenance is recorded.
Nevertheless it seems probable that many if not all of these 80 objects are to be found among the
CHAPTER THREE
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238 objects from Tsountas’ excavations at Chalandriani in the museums in Athens and
Ermoupolis for which no tomb origin is recorded. This suggests that we cannot simply add up
the total numbers of the first two columns in table 8 to arrive at the number of finds from the
excavations by Tsountas. 
Without additional information regarding the post-excavational history of the finds from the
excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani we can only give an estimation of the total number of
objects he found in the cemetery. A total of 557 objects are known to have come from various
tomb inventories. If we subtract the 80 objects among these which are not registered in the
catalogues of the museums in Athens or Ermoupolis from the 215 objects which are not
recorded in both museums with individual tomb provenances, we are left with 135 objects.
Added to the 557 objects we already have, this means that we know of at least 692 objects kept
in various museums to be from the excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani. As discussed earlier
there is a discrepancy between the total number of certain types of objects as published by
Tsountas and those in the various museum collections (see table 7). This difference can be
estimated at about 190 objects. Added to the 692 objects we already had we now arrive at 882
objects. This may be regarded as a rough estimation of the total number of finds made by
Tsountas during his excavations carried out at Chalandriani.
3.5. Finds out of context
Besides the objects which are recorded with their tomb provenance there are a large number of
objects from the excavations by Tsountas and by Stephanos for which no such provenance is
recorded. All objects which are from the the excavations by Tsountas and Stephanos, but which
cannot be assigned to any individual tomb, are described in the first and second sections of
Appendix 2. A small number of objects excavated by Tsountas are listed in the inventories of the
museums in Athens and Ermoupolis as coming from the terrain of the cemetery (chomata
nekrotafeion) or simply from tombs (ek tafou). In these cases Tsountas probably suggests that the
objects were found in the area of the cemetery and most likely came from disturbed tombs, but
that they could no longer be assigned to any particular tomb group. Possibly Tsountas also
collected surface finds during his excavation at Chalandriani. These stray finds were probably
found scattered over the terrain of the cemetery due to agricultural activities by local inhabitants.
Another group of objects from Chalandriani in the National Archaeological Museum and the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis is listed as originating from the investigations carried out
by Klon Stephanos. Since Stephanos did not publish any report of his excavations at Chalan-
driani, or indeed any other of the excavations he undertook on Syros, these objects cannot be
sorted into tomb groups. This is certainly a great loss for our studies of the cemetery since the
finds made by Stephanos include a large number of marble figurines, which are thus without
exact context and association. All the finds from the excavations by Stephanos in the museum in
Athens are recorded from under catalogue numbers ranging from 6141 to 6194. Objects num-
bered from 6195 onwards are from excavations by Stephanos in Naxos.186
With the transfer of groups of excavated objects from Chalandriani to the museum in Ermou-
polis in 1901 and again in 1971, some information has been lost. The original inventory number
of the museum in Athens is not always listed in the inventory of the museum in Ermoupolis for
every object. This means that in some cases we cannot instances match the information recorded
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in the inventory of the museum in Athens with that recorded in Ermoupolis. For this reason
there is a large group of objects in the museum in Ermoupolis for which we know no tomb
number. These are described in Appendix 2. The objects which were transferred from Athens to
various European museums at the beginning of this century all came from the excavations by
Tsountas. Unfortunately, no reference is recorded in the current inventory in Athens which
specifies which object went to which museum. The  objects in these museums outside Greece
therefore also lack information regarding their original tomb groups.
The third part in Appendix 2 deals with another category of objects from Chalandriani. This
group consists of surface finds that were gathered from the terrain of the cemetery at Chalan-
driani. Three visitors have published details of objects they found at the terrain. These objects are
probably from disturbed tombs that were destroyed as a result of agricultural and building
activities. 
The objects described in Appendices 1 and 2 are arranged according to the excavations from
which they originate and the museum collections to which they currently belong. The
arrangement of museums is in alphabetical order of the towns in which they are housed. The
objects are first arranged according to the materials used and subsequently according to their
museum inventory numbers. 

